
IT TAKES A HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL
TO KNOW WHAT’S BEST
When leadership or other personnel positions open up, you need more than
just bodies to fill temporary and permanent vacancies—you need skilled
professionals who can immediately move in step with your organization.

That’s where Clinical Resources shines. Our principals are
experienced Healthcare Professionals who have operated more than 400
senior living communities in 37 states. So we know what you need—
and who you need—to keep your operations running smoothly.

FINDING YOUR PERFECT MATCH

We’ve personally met each of our long-term care and senior living
professionals. Few staffing firms can say the same. This familiarity
enables us to quickly place the right personnel chosen for their:

Flexibility and knowledge

Diverse skill sets

Expertise in industry standards, compliance and regulations

Multi-state licensure and experience

From day one, our experts will show the initiative and judgment required 
to keep performance levels and efficiencies high—whether you’re 
instituting a new system or striving to ensure consistent standards.

A PARTNER FOR CONSISTENT RESULTS

Consider Clinical Resources as a partner devoted to continuity
amidst change, able to:

Stay on task until the need is over—working nights, weekends
and beyond

Fill sudden or planned vacancies—at a moment’s notice

Assist with plans of correction following a survey

TEMPORARY
AND PERMANENT
PLACEMENT OF:

Licensed Nursing Home
Administrators
Directors/Assistant Directors
of Nursing
Regional Clinical Consultants
Social Workers and Activity
Directors
Registered Dietitians
Medical Records Professionals
Staff Development Coordinators
MDS Coordinators
Pharmacists
Physical, Occupational, Speech
Therapists

All professionals are thoroughly
interviewed and extensively screened,
including: license verifications,
background checks, TB testing, CPR
certification (where applicable) and
HIPAA compliance agreements.

KEEP YOUR
BUSINESS ON TRACK

Why let personnel vacancies
interrupt your operations?
Turn to the senior living staffing
experts who speak your
language and deliver results.

Call Clinical Resources today
at 1.888.800.3377, or visit
www.clinicalresources.com.

“Providing Consistent and Predictable Results”

Serving, Skilled Nursing and Assisted Living Facilities and
Continuing Care Retirement Communities, Nationwide

Providing education and consultation to implement effective systems


